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Foreword

Taunton is a fantastic place to live. It’s a great place
to do business. Thousands of people spend time here,
enjoying its rich cultural heritage, thriving town
centre and by contrast, its peaceful green spaces.
Becoming one of the first new Garden Towns in
the country was the result of much hard work
with partners and Government. It reflects our
commitment - to transform growth in housing, jobs
and economic success, enabled by major investment
in infrastructure.
Garden Town status underlines the huge potential for
Taunton - it’s also another step towards achieving our
ambition of an exceptional place to live, set in a superb
environment, offering a wide range of high quality
housing and employment opportunities, enabling our
communities and businesses to prosper.
Collaboration is key. We need the support of Government,
business, education, health and other partners to
maintain and increase the outstanding quality of life that
Taunton enjoys. By working together, with employers,
with communities and voluntary bodies, we can tap into
far more opportunities. Whilst funding clearly remains
a challenge, partnership working can help realise
greater collective benefits and galvanise commitment.
And with greater certainty, confidence is fostered,
supporting business and investment.
The Garden Town is symbolic of Taunton’s ambitions
to flourish. As the county town for Somerset and an
important centre of growth for the South West, we want
to lead by reputation. We are developing our plans for the
town, and involving our communities is at the heart of
our approach. Our principles are clear and will help
shape the approach to creating a healthy, vibrant and
attractive place to live and work:
• Leadership, community engagement and ownership,
enabling residents and partners to play a full and equal
part in creating and maintaining our Garden Town.
• Collaboration, providing opportunities for residents,
businesses and visitors to share ideas and shape the
future of our Garden Town in a cohesive way.

• Enhancing our environment, creating shared spaces
for leisure, recreation, food production and community
use, that encourage culture, exercise, biodiversity and
education.
• Innovative approaches to education, business and
employment – from flexible working practices
including home working, shared space and start-ups,
to new technology, equipping people with skills for new
opportunities, fostering commercial enterprise and
ambition.
• Improving connectivity, promoting more sustainable
access to services and places through better
infrastructure that complements our environment
including digital, public transport, road and rail
networks, and importantly increasing cycling and walking
opportunities.
• High quality design for our town – from public spaces,
to other assets, our plans should be imaginative and
distinctive, creating attractive, affordable low carbon
housing, green infrastructure and shared spaces, that
marry new and existing developments successfully.

				
			
		
Councillor John Williams
		
Leader of Taunton Deane Borough Council
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Vision

Our vision is a new identity for Taunton, creating a truly modern Garden Town that builds on our
strengths, forged by our communities, where we live and work in harmony with our unique and
exceptional environment. We want our infrastructure, businesses and communities to grow and
develop together for the long term, so that the future of Taunton is one that prospers, in a
beautiful setting and maintains our distinctive quality of life.
Creating high quality, affordable and appealing places to
live is vital to making our Garden Town a success. Likewise,
providing easy access to education and employment,
pioneering new technology, in attractive surroundings and
with space to grow food, exercise or simply relax will create
a more sustainable Garden Town.
Our people are at the heart of our plans, shaping our future
and our potential. We recognise and appreciate the value of
diversity in our communities, making them more cohesive
and dynamic. We will encourage people to be involved in
planning for their future, to ensure a fair and inclusive
society that promotes participation and opportunity, takes
responsibility for all members and positively transforms
our town in the process. We want the Garden Town to be
well served by public, private, community and voluntary
services working together, with equality of access to
services and facilities for everyone, whether a new or
existing community.
A thriving and prosperous town centre will be at the
core of our Garden Town, with great new spaces and
quality developments to encourage economic, cultural,
recreational and leisure opportunities, boosting our night
time economy and creating stimulating environments. We
want to promote public transport, more walking and cycling
and more time outdoors, helping to improve physical and
mental health.
There are more opportunities to foster an even greater
wealth of arts and leisure activities building on our unique
cultural offer. Sporting facilities and fixtures will continue
to play a vital part, showcasing Taunton on an international
stage. New developments planned for the Brewhouse, Coal
Orchard and the town centre will make Taunton a focus for
the arts.

The quality of our natural environment is exceptional supporting wildlife, investment, tourism and job creation,
providing food, fuel, recreation, flood alleviation and climate
regulation and improving quality of life, health and wellbeing.
We will nurture and enhance our environment - our unique
‘green wedges’ that connect countryside to town, the River
Tone and wider public and community spaces.
Capitalising on the opportunities offered by the Garden
Town, we want our businesses to grow with confidence,
developing new ventures through innovation and
partnership. We will promote and encourage local
business, increasing productivity and making it more
competitive. The development of Nexus 25 adjacent to the
motorway, and other spaces for enterprise in the town will
give excellent access for businesses to establish and grow.
Taunton’s excellent connections to Bristol, the Midlands,
London, the M3/A303/A358 corridor and the rest of the
south west give it unrivalled opportunities to reach new
markets and build new sectors. As Taunton’s digital sector
expands, new prospects emerge, alongside the advent of
business and professional services, and health and medical
industries.
Finally, investment in skills and apprenticeships will
ensure our workforce remains competitive and qualified to
meet the needs of our business community. Greater levels
of skills will help to boost productivity, while collaboration
and new technology will transform our communities, how
we work, travel and do business.
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Our track record

Taunton is already making the vision a reality, with a successful track record of delivering real
change. The Garden Town status is an opportunity to accelerate the process, bringing plans to life,
forging new communities and driving growth. It will act as a catalyst to bring about new dynamic
partnerships, genuine commitment and create opportunities for everyone to benefit.

So what have we done?
Taunton is playing a major part in creating new homes
with plans to achieve 10,000 new homes by 2028. Working
carefully to maintain our quality of life, with affordable,
attractive places to live that are sensitively developed,
we are now exceeding our planned annual requirements,
making us Somerset’s fastest growing town.
Our Garden Town enables the development of three new
garden communities at Monkton Heathfield, Staplegrove
and Comeytrowe/Trull. Importantly, these initiatives
actively sustain and enhance the natural environment, as
well as providing essential infrastructure including new
schools, green spaces and community facilities.

Turning to transport, working with partners we have
secured extensive funding for major projects:





Taunton Railway Station (£4.6m)
Junction 25 (£16.9m)
Toneway Corridor (£6.4m)
Staplegrove (£7.2m)

The Northern Inner Distributor Road (Trenchard Way)
has recently opened, whilst Government has committed to
dual the A358, linking Taunton to the A303 and enhancing
connections throughout the South West, to London and the
South East.
Training and skills underpin our plans. The UK
Hydrographic Office has opted to redevelop its HQ in
Taunton, maintaining nearly 900 skilled jobs in the world’s
leading digital geospatial agency. We are working closely
with EDF and partners to maximise the benefits to the
local economy from the new Hinkley Point C nuclear
power station.

UK Hydrographic Office
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Artists impression of new development at Coal
Orchard with the refurbished Brewhouse Theatre.

There is a wealth of further education opportunities
available within Taunton, meeting the needs of local
employers and the supply chain. A new University Centre
for Somerset has been opened in Taunton, offering
vocational degrees linked to affiliated universities, with a
longer term ambition to achieve full university status.
Business is benefiting from the roll out of superfast
broadband across the county and with free wi-fi across
Taunton’s town centre, dwell time and spend in the retail
quarter has improved.
Leisure and sporting facilities are pivotal to our plans.
The Brewhouse Theatre and Arts Centre has reopened
and expansion plans are being explored. Somerset
County Cricket Club has undergone a programme of
improvements, enabling it to host international matches,
including the World Cup in 2019.
Some of Taunton’s landmark buildings have also been
given a new lease of life, such as the Market House, the
Museum of Somerset and the Taunton Visitor Centre, with
proposals under development for Great Western House
and the Collar Factory. The Glass Box at Taunton Library
has also been created, providing a meeting place for digital
innovation and new ideas.

The Museum of Somerset

As the frequency and severity of major weather incidents
increases, Taunton is at the forefront of climate change
engineering, with a major flood strategy being prepared.
Options are being explored to protect property and
people, enable new development and conserve habitats
and wildlife. Augmenting flood management through
environmental schemes such as Long Run Meadow
means that everyone can enjoy the river, safe in the
knowledge that they are protected for the long term.
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Context and opportunities

To realise Taunton’s full potential, bringing the full benefits of a Garden Town to fruition, we have to
consider the opportunities and challenges facing the town.
Certainty is always key - but often hard to secure. By working on a steady programme of delivery,
encouraging participation and developing communities in tandem with the right infrastructure, and
taking advantage of prospects, we can transform Taunton.

Hinkley Point C is a unique opportunity for the local
supply chain, across a wide range of services and
contracts. Taunton is ideally located to support the build,
which will create up to 10,000 jobs as well as the cohort of
a thousand operating staff needed once complete. It can
provide skilled staff, maximising the higher value supply
chain prospects.
The natural environment is at the heart of the Garden
Town philosophy and proactive environmental
management is vital. Taunton’s green wedges and
corridors linking the surrounding countryside to the
town and promoting leisure and recreational activity
are fundamental to the plans. Protecting and managing
these spaces into attractive wildlife habitats is essential.
Considering the impacts of climate change and developing
environmentally sensitive schemes to manage potential
flooding is also integral to our Garden Town.
Taunton is uniquely positioned to grow its digital economy,
with the UK Hydrographic Office taking the global
lead in marine geospatial technology, and supporting
services, creating highly skilled and specialised jobs.
Alongside established major employers in business and
professional services, health and care industries, there are
opportunities to create significant growth and re-balance
a traditional focus on public sector employment. Taunton’s

Excellent educational
establishments
in state and
independent schools
and colleges
new University Centre will support our skills and training
needs with proposals to create a fully-fledged University
for Somerset.
Working in partnership with Taunton Theatre Association,
Arts Taunton, the Arts Council for England and others,
Taunton is intent on expanding the arts and cultural
offer for the town. Options for the Brewhouse expansion
are being explored and proposals for Coal Orchard are
underway to maximise the use of space and public realm
on the river frontage.
As Norton Manor, the Royal Marines Commando base,
is set to close in 2028, there is scope to work with the
MOD and identify potential alternative uses for the site,
maximising benefits to the community and economy.
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Our Priorities

Creating the right conditions for growth and investment requires certainty and stability. The specific
priorities below are focused on a relatively short time horizon, putting us on our journey to achieving
longer term ambitions. Our priorities span four key areas, vital to our future success:





Housing and New Garden Communities,
Investing for business,
Infrastructure – enabling growth and prosperity,
Taunton’s thriving Town Centre.

We are beginning consultation and engagement with communities, businesses and wider interest
groups to develop greater plans for Taunton as a Garden Town. We will regularly review progress
against identified priorities and ambitions, refining and delivering our long term vision for the
future of Taunton.

Housing and New Garden Communities
Like any town, Taunton is a series of communities, but with
the new Garden Town status, we have the opportunity to
design and build in greater environmental benefits, creating
a desirable and beautiful setting to live, work and enjoy.

28% of people walk or
cycle to work - double
the national average
Over the next five years, we will:
 Work with developers, and through direct intervention,
establish new garden communities at Monkton
Heathfield, Comeytrowe/Trull and Staplegrove, as
well as new homes throughout the town, incorporating
key infrastructure such as roads, schools, community
facilities, employment land and green infrastructure.
 Champion innovative and pioneering design,
construction and ownership models for new homes,
providing a high quality build and increasing
construction skills at the same time.
 Promote and explore opportunities for local
food production, reviewing our allotment policy and
encouraging community food initiatives.
 Explore new uses for the Norton Manor site at Norton
Fitzwarren as part of the new Garden Town.

 Ensure that communities are involved and engaged in
developing our Garden Town, helping to influence and
take ownership of their environments.
 Develop and put in place sustainable transport
solutions to encourage walking, cycling and public
transport, connecting our new garden communities to
the town centre and surrounding areas.
Looking ahead, we will continue our ambitious
programme as part of the Garden Town development,
with the aim of completing 10,000 new homes by 2028
and bringing forward strategic plans for the period
beyond. In line with our principles, these homes and
communities will be affordable, pleasant and harmonious
places to live, well connected to the town centre,
surrounding countryside and wider area.
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Artist’s impression of Nexus 25, new strategic
business park at Junction 25 of the M5

Investing for business
Taunton’s businesses are well located to take advantage
of our good road and rail connections to London, the
Midlands and the south west, and ensuring space
to expand and encourage new start ups is key to our
continued success. Accessing new markets and a wider
pool of employees is essential to increase the numbers of
better paid jobs and to improve our productivity.
Over the next five years we will:
 Progress development of Nexus 25, a new 25 hectare
strategic employment site situated at J25 adjacent
to the M5, generating over 3,000 jobs on a high
quality green campus, well connected to Taunton by
dedicated pedestrian and cycle routes.
 Deliver new employment space at Lisieux Way
supporting business growth and new job creation.
 Create new spaces and foster opportunities for 		
collaboration, innovation, enterprise and employment,
stimulating growth in the digital economy and high
productivity sectors.
 Complete the roll out of superfast broadband with
Connecting Devon and Somerset.
 Continue to work with Bridgwater and Taunton College
and others to achieve the University for Somerset, with
a core facility in Taunton, meeting the higher level
skills needs of Somerset businesses.

Well-educated
population and high
skilled work force,
compared with regional
and national average.
The best qualified
population in Somerset.

 Work with our schools and colleges to provide
the skills that local businesses need, including our
construction sector, with a focus on apprenticeships.
We will continue to focus on boosting growth in higher
productivity sectors. We will cultivate strengths and
opportunities in the digital and hi-tech economy alongside
nuclear, health and care business and professional
services.
We have also aligned our ambition to the Somerset
Growth Plan and the Productivity Strategy for the Heart
of the South West by doubling the size of our economy in
the next twenty years and boosting productivity above local
and national projections.

Strong business
survival rates – higher
than national average.
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Infrastructure – enabling growth
and prosperity
Our environment is central to our Garden Town
vision. We are planning schemes to enhance
or expand our green spaces and natural
environment.

Excellent rail
connectivity
Taunton is Somerset’s
busiest station and the
first major rail head in the Southwest from
London and others in the east of England

Over the next five years. we will:
 Enhance the river frontage through the heart
of the town, improving the conditions for
wildlife, repairing infrastructure, creating
new public spaces and more opportunities for
leisure
 Enhance our network of cycling and walking 		
routes to increase use of the green corridors
and spaces, improving people’s mental and
physical health
 Create new country parks and other green
spaces within our new garden communities
as part of our wider Green Infrastructure
Strategy
 Encourage and help local residents to take
control and manage green spaces throughout
Taunton
 Build on previous work to protect Taunton
through Longrun Meadows, with a major
flood prevention strategy for the next 100
years, improving protection for thousands of
existing properties and businesses across
the town, offering wildlife and recreational
opportunities and opening up potential for
new development.

Hourly fast service (100
mins) to/from Taunton to
London Paddington from
2018, with larger and
new improved trains.

Artist’s impression of Taunton Railway Station upgrade
– new high quality forecourt

Transport is key to our prosperity. Our commitments
are outlined in our associated strategy: Connecting Our
Garden Town. To be published in 2018.
 Implement major improvements at M5 Junction 25 		
(Taunton), reducing congestion and installing a new 		
landmark cycle/ pedestrian bridge across the
M5 linking the new Nexus 25 site to Taunton, creating
a gateway to the town.
 Complete major improvements to the Toneway
Corridor to ease congestion between Town Centre
and Junction 25.
 Secure funding for improvements to Park and Ride,
to complement the existing services in Taunton and to
increase the levels of service to the Town Centre, later
into the evening and to major events.
 Improve public transport services between new garden
communities and the Town Centre, incorporating a
Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) route and service.
 Introduce new train services with hourly fast services 		
to and from Taunton and London in 100 minutes.
Continuing into the longer term, we will work with business
and academia to explore and apply smart transport
solutions. This could include connected, autonomous and
electric vehicles, shared ownership and ‘on demand’ modes
of travel, to help cut congestion, improve air quality and
health.
We are working with Great Western Railway and West
Somerset Railway to introduce new services from Taunton
to Bishop’s Lydeard and onward to Minehead. In addition, we
are working with West Somerset on plans to create a new
station hub facility at Bishop’s Lydeard, and making the case
for new metro rail services plus the reopening of Wellington
station.
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Artist’s impression of Firepool development
– view along river’s edge

Taunton’s thriving Town Centre
Taunton is not immune to the economic and social
changes affecting town centres up and down the country,
but with careful development and sensitive regeneration,
we are capitalising on our natural assets and creating a
centre fit for the future, with exciting new places to visit,
stay and enjoy.
Over the next five years we will:
 Complete the development of major schemes at
Firepool and Coal Orchard to make the most of the
stunning river frontage and setting, helping to connect
the heart of the town with communities.
 Work with Taunton Theatre Association, Arts Taunton
and others to improve and enhance the Brewhouse
Theatre and Arts Centre at the Coal Orchard, creating
a distinctive regional venue to showcase arts and
culture to a far wider audience.
 Work with Great Western Railway, Network Rail and
others to redevelop the rail station with a new ticket
office and south facing forecourt, new public transport
interchange and a new multi-storey car park.
 Transform the space around the station, creating new
homes and new space for business, maximising
access and connectivity to other areas.

Low retail vacancy rates
in Town Centre (6%) –
half the national average

Higher proportion of
SMEs than
national average
 Carry out improvements to key public spaces
throughout the town centre and reduce or remove
traffic from some of Taunton’s busiest streets,
improving air quality and reducing noise, as well as
creating more space for public events, art and activity.
 Look at longer term options for regenerating key town
centre sites such as Tangier and the Bus Station.
 Bolster initiatives to host more activities, building on 		
the success of events such as Somerfest, Taunton Live
and major cricket events, attracting more visitors to
the town.
 Install Variable Message Signage (VMS), providing
real-time information for motorists on car parking and
other issues to reduce congestion, improve air
quality and the local environment.
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Delivery and next steps

Taunton is a major area of growth for the south west and our Garden Town will play a key part in
achieving wider ambitions expressed in the Somerset Growth Plan, Heart of the South West Productivity
Strategy and wider regional and national strategies that influence our area. Taunton can only succeed
by working in partnership with others.
This document forms the start of a process to realise our Garden Town ambitions. Over the next year
we will work with communities, business and partner organisations to develop a far reaching Garden
Town Plan for Taunton.
A Strategic Board of partner agencies across public, private
and voluntary sectors will oversee the achievement of
our Garden Town ambitions, and delivery of our plans and
outcomes. It will influence and guide our journey as a Garden
Town. We will be consulting and engage widely to gather
the views of communities, businesses, our partners and
Government to understand what is required to improve and
enhance Taunton. Our success will also depend on helping
communities to influence and own the plans for the future.

For more information about our Garden Town, to let us
know what you think or to find out how you get involved,
please contact us:

Taunton Garden Town
Taunton Deane Borough Council
www.tauntondeane.gov.uk/gardentown

Taunton Garden Town
COUNCIL DECISION MAKING
(Taunton Deane Borough Council
& Somerset County Council)

TGT PROGRAMME BOARD
(Monitor, manage and co-ordinate delivery,
issue resolution and progress)

ADVISORY AND STEERING
Taunton Strategic Advisory Board (key partners)
Somerset Growth Board
Heart of the South West LEP
Heart of the South West Joint Committee
(Informed by National Policy)

TGT PROGRAMME DELIVERY AREAS AND PROJECTS
(e.g. Town Centre Regeneration, New Garden Communities, Green Infrastructure, Transport)

COMMUNITY AND KEY STAKEHOLDER INPUT

Growing our Garden Town - with the support and
collaboration of key partners including:

LOGO

